USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10211.01

Host Gul_Tulor says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
CSO_Taal says:
::sitting at helm plotting a series of evasive maneuvers::
TO_Usimov says:
::laying on floor of bar semi-conscious, wondering what is happening::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM IS FIGHTING MANY CARDASSIANS AND OTHERS IN A BAR WHILE THE GENEVA IS UNDER ATTACK BY THREE ODDLY ASSEMBLED SHIPS
EO_Chapu says:
:: bustles around Main Engineering, getting everything back to par ::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, I have a suggestion. I don't think you'll like it!
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: COMMANDER SHRAS IS INCAPACITATED AND THE GENEVA IS GETTING MUCH DAMAGE FROM THE THREE SHIP’S COMBINED FIREPOWER
Merle says:
::growls and looks up for Cherry::
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#Weapons Officer: Fire at that Federation scow and hit it or you'll be doing your next battle in the airlock, trying to save your unworthy hide....
CEO_Stricker says:
::In Main Engineering trying to monitor the ships systems::
CO_Eden says:
::Stands in front of the command center:: CSO: What is it?
Cherry says:
@::picks up all the away team's phasers and stands there smiling:: Merle: Well have them at last.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, if we maneuver into the asteroid field and power down the ship, I believe the magnetic fields from the asteroids would mask our presence.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::On planet, in bar, trying to stay conscious enough to fight off attackers::
Merle says:
@::nods and looks at the incapacitated crew. Winces and puts her hand over her side::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: SOMEWHERE ON THE SHIP, A PLASMA CONDUITS EXPLODES, SENDING CREWMEN FLYING ACROSS THE CORRIDOR
Cherry says:
@Merle: What's wrong? Did one of these guys hurt you?
TO_Usimov says:
@::trying to reach for phaser::
Host Gul_Makat says:
@Away team: Surrender, you are outmatched!
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Noted Lieutenant.  But we're not leaving, not yet, and not without our people.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks up to see Merle in disappointed disbelief::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::fighting with everything he's got::
EO_Chapu says:
JEO:  Johnson, get on that console and enter these numbers.
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#<Weapons Officer>: Klingon CO: Yes Sir ::targets the Federation ship more closely::
Merle says:
@::snarls:: Cherry: I.... I'm fine... just... need something. ::kneels down next to the bar and spits up blood::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Report now!
EO_Chapu says:
:: Points to the far console ::
Cherry says:
@::stands on the TO's hand:: TO: Looking for this? ::waves a phaser at her::
TO_Usimov says:
@::Turns head toward Zach to see if he is capable of helping me::
FCO_Lewis says:
::A turbolift door opens and in steps Ensign William Lewis::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, with all due respect. We are out numbered and out gunned.
Host Gul_Makat says:
@:: points to his men to surround the place and prevent the Federation team to escape::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Gul Makat: Surrender is not an option. ::swings to chop him in his neck, hopefully cutting off his oxygen::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Busy as hell, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Cannot fight off the three Cardassians holding him, not after being hit by a stun::
EO_Chapu says:
<JEO> :: gets to the console ::   EO: Ready, sir.
TO_Usimov says:
@Cherry: How in the WORLD did you know I was looking for that?
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: A TORPEDOE EXPLODES ON THE SAUCER SECTION CREATING A FISSURE AND THE RAPID DEPRESSURIZATION OF A FEW SECTIONS
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Could you be a bit more descriptive please
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#Comm Officer: Tell the other ships to concentrate their fire on the engines
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THE CARDASSIAN ATTACKERS ARE SURROUNDING THE AWAY TEAM, PREVENTING ANY ESCAPE
FCO_Lewis says:
CO: Ensign Lewis reporting for duty, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sees Kat seeing him.... gives an "I'm sorry I can't help you," look::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: We have a fissure on one of the saucer sections. Emergency force fields in place and holding.
EO_Chapu says:
JEO:  Delta- 326 Alpha Omega to Generator 3
Cherry says:
@TO: Oh let's just say you people are predictable. :: Smiles and stomps on her hand:: There, think about that for a while.
CO_Eden says:
CSO: I had my doubts sending them down there in the first place Lieutenant.  I was wrong to push aside my instincts.  I won't make that mistake again.  We stay until we have the away team.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Aye captain.
Host Gul_Tulor says:
@<Com Officer>: ::contacts other two ships and directs their fire as well::
CO_Eden says:
FCO: Take the helm Ensign.
TO_Usimov says:
@::holds hand in pain and shakes head to try to clear it::
Merle says:
@::wipes her face and crawls back over to the CNS, giving him a kiss before standing up::
CSO_Taal says:
::relinquishes the helm to the FCO::
EO_Chapu says:
JEO:  Foxtrot-223 Gamma Gamma to Fusion Control Delta.
FCO_Lewis says:
::Moves down to Helm, and sits.::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::whispers:: CNS: Are there any mind tricks you can play on them Counselor?
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: PROPULSION, WARP AND IMPULSE, IS FAILING AND SHIELDS AND LIFE SUPPORTS IS DROPPING TO 50%
CSO_Taal says:
::returns to the science console::
TO_Usimov says:
@::Kicks Cherry to try to get her on the ground::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hates feeling so helpless..... Tries to see Tunik and Raine in his dazed state but can't find them::
Cherry says:
@::walks over to Makat:: Makat: They're all yours.
FCO_Lewis says:
CO: Sir, Warp and Impulse drives are failing...
EO_Chapu says:
JEO:  Alpha-Beta-109-Zeta to Engine Power Flow Regulators
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, propulsion is failing. Shields are barely holding. Life support is down to 50%.
Merle says:
@::walks over to Cherry, still holding her side.::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Please report to me now Lieutenant, also what are you and Johnson doing? You need to get me up to speed! ::Sounds very irritated::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Feels Merle's kiss and is insulted by it::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, any longer and the away team won't have a ship to return to.
Cherry says:
@Merle: Take care of that little something Merle?
Host Gul_Makat says:
@Cherry: Prepare them for transport to the flagship
EO_Chapu says:
<JEO> :: quickly enters the numbers ::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Reinforce shields.  Focus fire on the lead ship's weapons array.
Merle says:
@Cherry: Yes, just a little something
TO_Usimov says:
@::rolls over to stomach, then kneels, and attempts to stand::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::kicks:: AT: On three... we all fight in one direction... toward the exit.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Transferring auxiliary power to the shields.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Targeting the lead ships weapons array.
Cherry says:
@Makat: Of course Gul Makat. ::motions to Merle to round the away team up::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM MEMBERS ARE ONE BY ONE KNOCKED OFF BY THE BARTENDER AND IS ACCOLYTE. THE UNCOUNSCIOUS OFFICERS ARE DRAGGED TO THE BACK STORE ROOM AND TIED.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::punches a Cardassian:: AT: One... ::kicks another Cardassian... barely able to lift leg:: Two...
TO_Usimov says:
@::stands, nods to CMO Tunik:: CMO: Yes, sir.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Being my superior officer, you should know what I'm doing sir.  :: Sounds louder as he finishes his sentence; calms down ::
CSO_Taal says:
::presses buttons on console::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Target acquired.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hears his orders but as he tries to make it to the door another person joins the three Cardassians in restraining him::
TO_Usimov says:
@::tries to make it to the door right behind Zach::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: How do I know what you are doing when you are not telling! All you need to do is hand me a PADD and we are done here!
Merle says:
@::leans down and picks up the CNS, grimacing due to the pain in her side::
Cherry says:
@::turns to the CMO::CMO: Planning to try and get away? ::raised her phaser::
CO_Eden says:
FCO: Evasive patterns Ensign.  Keep fire away from the port side.
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#Tactical: Prepare your boarding parties
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#<Tactical Officer>Gul Tulor: yes Sir!
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#Com Officer: Tell the Patak to surrender and prepare for boarding
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#<Com Officer>: Com: Geneva: Surrender and prepare for boarding
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: DESPITE THE CREW DESPERATE EFFORTS, THE GENEVA IS DISABLED AND IS BEING BOARDED BY THE ATTACKERS WHILE SOME CREW ARE BEAMED OUT.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Falls to the floor unconscious in a helpless heap::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::unconscious... ::
TO_Usimov says:
@::Stumbles over Zach, and hits floor, unconscious::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, the ship is disabled.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  :: quickly looks at the CEO as he bypasses him:: We're entering control parameters for all  manual and automatic repairs & diagnostics.
FCO_Lewis says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::Taps console, nothing happens::
Merle says:
@::searches the CMO for a bone regenerator::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, no response to my commands...
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Thank you Lieutenant... thank you very much ::Smiles::
Cherry says:
@Makat: I think they're ready for transport now. The wind is gone from their sails Makat.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Begins to dream about him and Merle and making out on a ball of yarn::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Shields are offline. I believe we should arm ourselves.
EO_Chapu says:
:: presses several buttons and reviews the results ::
TO_Usimov says:
@::dreams of what could have been with Wolfgar::
Host Gul_Makat says:
@*Tulor*: We are ready to get back to the ship, with some prisoners, Federation rats
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Lock down the bridge.  ::Finds a hand phaser as the bridge crew arms themselves::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::faded away... remembering when Sur Domal, a Cardassian, tasted Born's soup and loved it... then remembering his face when they learned that the alien spice was attacking their bodies::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: DECKS BY DECKS THE GENEVA CREW IS LOOSING TERRITORY TO THE BOARDING PARTIES
CSO_Taal says:
CO: I can't lock down the bridge.
FCO_Lewis says:
::Whips a phaser out from under the console, and readies it::
Merle says:
@Cherry: Orders?
TO_Usimov says:
@::Dreaming she is above the group looking down at them::
Cherry says:
@Merle: Just waiting for Makat to give the beam out order.
EO_Chapu says:
:: re-routes power to the power router systems ::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THE PRISONERS AND THEIR CAPTORS ARE TRANSPORTED TO THE ATTACKING LEADER SHIP
CSO_Taal says:
::erects a force field around the bridge::
FCO_Lewis says:
CO: Stun or kill?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: I've erected a force field around the bridge. I am uncertain as to how long it will hold.
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: ONLY THE FIVE UPPER DECKS STILL RESISTS
Merle says:
@::nods and runs the regenerator over her side::
CO_Eden says:
::Looks to the FCO:: FCO: Heavy stun.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: I am attempting to lock out the main computer core.
CSO_Taal says:
::fiddles with the computer console::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: ALL THOSE TRANSPORTED AWAY FINDS THEMSELVES IN A CARGO BAY TRANSFORMED IN A BRIG
FCO_Lewis says:
::Sets phaser down from kill::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Helps the EO::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Moves to the back consoles ::
CSO_Taal says:
::fiddles with the computer until hears a confirmation::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: I have set up a fractal compression algorithm.
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: AFTER A FEW MINUTES SOME CARDASSIANS ARE STORMING IN THE BRIDGE FROM ALL POSSIBLE ACCESS
CSO_Taal says:
CO: The computer is locked out.
CSO_Taal says:
::draws phaser from cabinet::
CSO_Taal says:
::fires phaser at a Cardy Spoonhead::
TO_Usimov says:
#::trying to come out of unconscious state, seems to think that she is not where she started::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Commander, can you give me those readings?
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: CARDASSIANS ARE TAKING POSITION ON THE UPPER LEVEL OF THE BRIDGE, FIRING AT THE BRIDGE CREW
CSO_Taal says:
::ducks behind science console and it sparks from weapons fire::
FCO_Lewis says:
::Jumps behind helm and begins to return fire.::
CSO_Taal says:
::fires a phaser at another Cardassian::
CO_Eden says:
::Before she can be transported or fired at...:: Computer: Activate Self-Destruct sequence, voice authorization Eden-3-Charlie Omega Omega.  Set timer for 20 minutes.  Mark!
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Which of the several reading are you looking for?
Cherry says:
#:: stands outside the force field watching the prisoners:: Merle: We have ourselves some Federation hamsters it seems. ::laughs::
TO_Usimov says:
#::finds that where she is, is a brig of some sort::
CSO_Taal says:
::watches as a junior officer in a red shirt gets shot::
Merle says:
#::laughs:: Yes. ::feels better now that her ribs are partially healed::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THOSE IN THE BRIG FIND THEMSELVES WITH CREWMATES BUT ALSO UNKNOWN HUMANS PRISONERS
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::phasing in and out of consciousness and unconsciousness... seeing Cardassian fists... and Vulcan children playing their Vulcan chess::
TO_Usimov says:
#::notices Cardassians all around, but is still semi conscious::
Merle says:
#::walks along the force field, looking for the CNS::
EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the CEO, then hears the Computer announcing the 20 minute warning for self-destruct sequence::
CSO_Taal says:
::shoots down another Cardassian::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: LOOKING AROUND THEM THE STARFLEET OFFICERS DISCOVER THEY ARE AMONG CIVILIANS, MANY OF THEM ARE WOUNDED OR EVEN DYING AND OTHERS ARE TOTALLY PANICKED, IN COMPLETE PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS¸
CO_Eden says:
::Fires at the Cardassians who take the bridge from all sides::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Curled up and unconscious::
Cherry says:
#Merle: You looking for that pretty boy again?
Merle says:
#::grins:: Cherry: I can't help it. My clock is ticking.
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: UNDER THE PRESSURE OF TEN OF CARDASSIANS ATTACKERS, THE BRIDGE CREW IS FORCED TO EITHER SURRENDER OR BE RENDERED UNCONSCIOUS BY STUN WEAPONS AND EVERYONE IS TRANSPORTED TO THE BRIG ON THE ALIEN SHIP
Merle says:
#::purrs under her breath and stops in front of where the CNS is sleeping. Twitches her tail slowly::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  :: looks around, then at the CEO ::  Those at the close end of… :: is gagged by a Cardassian from behind ::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: What was th.... ::Is knocked out by a Cardassian::
CSO_Taal says:
::looks around the brig::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: GUL MAKAT IS STANDING NEAR THE DOOR OF THE BRIG, FACING THE GENEVA CREW
CSO_Taal says:
#CO: Captain, many of these prisoners are civilians.
Cherry says:
#::looks over the new prisoners and smiles broadly::
CO_Eden says:
#::Sees members of the away team in an adjoining cell::  CSO: From the planet undoubtedly.
Host Gul_Makat says:
#All: You are now the guests of Gul Tulor, leader of the reborn Cardassia
TO_Usimov says:
#::comes out of consciousness long enough to find the entire Geneva crew in the brig with me::
EO_Chapu says:
#:: attempts to get the Cardassian off of him, but is wrestled till he's unconscious ::
Merle says:
#::looks up and sees Gul Makat. Bows in respect, then continues watching the CNS::
Host Gul_Makat says:
#All: Hope you'll enjoy your stay with us
FCO_Lewis says:
#CO: We're in for it now...
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Hears voices but chooses to ignore them and remain out of it::
TO_Usimov says:
#::willingly closes eyes when she sees the Cardassians around her::
Host Gul_Makat says:
#:: turns and leaves the cargo bay/brig ::
TO_Usimov says:
#::breaths a sigh of relief when that Cardassian turns and leaves::
CO_Eden says:
#::Sees the arrogant Cardassian leave and turns to her crew:: All: Is everyone all right?
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Dreams he is drowning......no being drowned.......in a large saucer of cream......Merle is holding his head under::
TO_Usimov says:
#::looks toward Zach to see if he is breathing:: 
Host CO_McTavish says:
ACTION: THE CARGO HOLD IS LOOKING LIKE THE SHIP ITSELF, AN AMALGAM OF ODD PIECES, NOT VERY WELL ASSEMBLED
TO_Usimov says:
::tries to answer the CO, but cannot::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Slightly moves ::
FCO_Lewis says:
CO: Fine... ::begins pacing::
Host CO_McTavish says:
CO: Are you the captain of this crew that was just brought here?
Cherry says:
Merle: Hey, these Federation weapons are quite nice. Look they have stun and kill settings. ::holds up the TO's phaser and points it into the cargo bay::
CO_Eden says:
::Finds the away team together and calls medics over to help them::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: I am uninjured. How are you?
Merle says:
::grins:: Cherry: I see.
CO_Eden says:
McTavish: Yes, I am.  Who are you?  ::Speaks with an edge in her voice::
Host CO_McTavish says:
ACTION: MCTAVISH LIKE THE NON-GENEVA CREW IS WEARING DIRTY CLOTHES AND LOOKS WOUNDED
Merle says:
::turns and looks toward the CNS again:: CNS: Zach..
Host CO_McTavish says:
CO: Captain McTavish, owner and commanding officer of the SS Yukov
Host CO_McTavish says:
CO: Or what is left of it by now...
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Fine Lieutenant...
CSO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
CSO_Taal says:
CO_Mc: What happened to your ship?
EO_Chapu says:
:: His eyes have a very little, but at least its movement ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Wakes with a start.... sits up in a quick jerk:: SELF: Aaaaaaaahhhhhhh!  ::Awake before she drowned him, but he sees her in front of him saying his name::
Cherry says:
::trains the phaser on the CMO and pretends to fire, then laughs::
FCO_Lewis says:
::whispering:: CO_Eden: How much time is left on the Destruct?
CNS_Bauer says:
MERLE: Aaaaaahhhhhhhgggggg! Get away from me.
TO_Usimov says:
::wakes up and realizes my hand is killing me::
Merle says:
::twitches her tail:: CNS: Zach, arrrre you okay?
CO_Eden says:
::Eyes widen at the Captain's words:: McTavish: What happened?
CNS_Bauer says:
#MERLE: Leave me alone.
Host CO_McTavish says:
CO/CSO: We were on our way to Cardassia and when we passed near an asteroid field we were attacked by ships that were hiding in it...
Merle says:
::eyes go wide and she scoots away from the force field:: CNS: Zach, what's wrrrong?
Host CO_McTavish says:
CO/CSO: All went fast and we had no time to send distress signals or escape
Cherry says:
Merle: What do you see in that little one?
Merle says:
::shrugs:: Cherry: I honestly don't know. He's rrreally cute.
TO_Usimov says:
::sits up and shakes cobwebs out of head::
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: What's wrong? You shot me that's what's wrong.... I've heard of rejection but, com' on lady.
CO_Eden says:
::Thinks that the CSO mentioned an asteroid field.  How strategic::  McTavish: Do you know what happened to the Minerva and her crew?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::walks over to CMO... and wakes him::
Cherry says:
Merle: Kind of scrawny though.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> CMO: Doctor Tunik... Doctor...
Merle says:
::looks down:: CNS: I was only doing my job, not like I wanted to do it.
TO_Usimov says:
::answering CO's long ago asked question:: CO: I think I am all right, sir
CNS_Bauer says:
::Slides on floor backward to put a little space between them.  Looks at her all hurt and sad::
CO_Eden says:
FCO: The ship has about 15 minutes...
CMO_Tunik says:
::opens eyes to see Liz Berlin's face... not too bad of a face to wake up to::
Host CO_McTavish says:
:: Points to the odd crew around :: CO: Over there with my crew, but their captain was killed in the attack... and most of our crews is badly injured
Host CO_McTavish says:
CO: They don't care to threaten us
CO_Eden says:
McTavish: And your cargo?
CNS_Bauer says:
#Merle: Well I was doin' my job too, difference? My job wasn't to shoot you. ::A bit angered::
Merle says:
CNS: I could have killed you. ::tries to smile::
CMO_Tunik says:
::slowly stands:: Berlin: Ensign, where are we?
TO_Usimov says:
::stands very slowly::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::looks around:: CMO: It looks like we're in an old cargo bay. It must have been turned into a very big brig.
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: Why didn't you? They are not paying you enough. ::looks like a lost pup.... kitten::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Slowly starts to wake up ::
Host CO_McTavish says:
CO: I have no idea what happened to the ships and the cargo after we were transported
CO_Eden says:
McTavish: Well Captain.  I think we should all work to get out of here.  My ship's due to self-destruct in about 15 minutes.  I'd rather keep her in one piece if at all possible.
TO_Usimov says:
All: Does anyone know where we are and where they are taking us?
Merle says:
::blushes:: CNS: I couldn't brrring myself to do it. ::stares at the floor again:: I like you.
Host CO_McTavish says:
ACTION: NO GUARD IS APPARENT, ONE SMALL DOOR, PROBABLY LEADING TO THE SHIP CORRIDORS, FACING THE LARGE DOOR THAT MUST LEAD TO THE VOID OF SPACE.
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: I was seriously interested in getting to know you..... But, I had to ask you them questions first.... duty and all.
CNS_Bauer says:
MERLE: Huh? ::Stops, smiles and looks at her:: You like me... too. 
Merle says:
::blushes a bright shade of red and stares at the floor. Nods::
Host CO_McTavish says:
ACTION: THE EXPERIENCED EYES OF STARFLEET ENGINEERS CAN DETECT WHAT SEEMS TO BE MAINTENANCE CORRIDOR ACCESSES
TO_Usimov says:
::feels around for scanner::
Host CO_McTavish says:
ACTION: THE EXPERIENCED EYES OF THE OPERATIONS OFFICERS DETECT WHAT PROVES TO BE A COVERED WITH DUST BUT POWERED COMPUTER STATION
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: I take it you had all the information on those lost Starship vessels all along, huh?
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: You're gorgeous when you blush.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, I believe this computer station is powered and functional
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks around:: Berlin: We've got to start working on a way to get off this ship. Over take it. Please round up all of our medical staff and provide whatever assistance you can.
Gul_Makat says:
:: walks near the Geneva captain with a grin on his face ::
CSO_Taal says:
::points to console::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Slowly wakes up::
Gul_Makat says:
CO: Well thought captain, the self-destruct sequence, I wouldn't have expected less from you....
EO_Chapu says:
:: Eyes slowly open, as they are focusing ::
Merle says:
::flicks her ears back in a gesture of peace:: CNS: So... you won't... hold this against me?
TO_Usimov says:
All: Does anyone know where we are???
Gul_Makat says:
CO: But if you thought it would prevent us from capturing it you were wrong....
CO_Eden says:
Gul_Makat: If I can't have it, neither can you.  ::Stares him dead in the eyes::
TO_Usimov says:
::finds scanner, and tries it out, but it doesn't seem to be working::
Gul_Makat says:
CO: The Geneva is going to make a very good addition to this fleet
CSO_Taal says:
::stares at Gul Makat::
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: All depends. Behave and I could still wanna scratch the itch behind your ear.
CO_Eden says:
Gul_Makat: What fleet?  What is your purpose in all of this?
Merle says:
::looks up at him and twitches her tail happily:: CNS: Alrrright.
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: But right now it looks like me and my friends are in trouble.
Gul_Makat says:
CO: You know, when you can make Cardassian, Dominion, Klingon, Federation and Romulan technology work together, you can disable a self-destruct mechanism
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: Any suggestions?
EO_Chapu says:
:: His mind comes together ::
TO_Usimov says:
::looking around in state of confusion::
Cherry says:
Merle: Don't you even think of lowering that force field just to get your ear scratched! ::looks at her sternly::
Merle says:
::shrugs:: CNS: I wish I was higherrrr up in the Chain of Command. I'm only a lackey.
CSO_Taal says:
Makat: I assume you also unlocked the computer core.
TO_Usimov says:
<Self>: No one seems to be hearing me or answering me.
Merle says:
::gulps and looks at Cherry:: Cherry: Yes ma'am
Gul_Makat says:
CO: Gul Tulor is going to restore its glory to Cardassia, first by driving those civilian leaders the Federation has placed in command and then by taking back what is rightfully ours!
FCO_Lewis says:
::Thinks for a minute, and sees Gul Makat is busy with Eden, takes off his combadge, holds the point out, and runs up behind Makat intent on putting the point of the badge into the back of his neck::
CO_Eden says:
Gul_Makat: Even if you do disable it, you won't use the Geneva to fight for your ridiculous cause.
CSO_Taal says:
::grabs the FCO before he does anything stupid::
Gul_Makat says:
CO: We will do as we wish with your, our ship!
CSO_Taal says:
::whispers:: FCO: Ensign, I suggest you stand down.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Waits till Merle is done with Cherry::
Gul_Makat says:
:: laughs loudly ::
FCO_Lewis says:
::Stands down... reluctantly...::
Merle says:
Cherry: Any orrrderrrs frrrom the Boss yet?
EO_Chapu says:
#:: as he "wakes up" and looks at the room, he quickly gets up and takes a defensive stands ::
Host CO_McTavish says:
ACTION: ONE OF THE GUARDS NEAR THE DOOR SEES THE FCO AND HITS HIM ON THE NECK WITH HIS WEAPON 
Cherry says:
Merle: None, but we should be getting some soon. I know he wants these vermin interrogated.
CNS_Bauer says:
Merle: You could have a better life elsewhere if you wanted it.  We could get you out of here..... Whether you choose to help us or not.  
Merle says:
::smiles:: Cherry: Can I have the CNS?
Gul_Makat says:
CO: I'll leave you now; I am commanding our new addition to the next battle!
FCO_Lewis says:
::Falls to the ground... unconscious...::
CO_Eden says:
Gul_Makat: You'll eat your words before all of this is over.  ::Turns and walks away::
Gul_Makat says:
:: leaves the brig ::
TO_Usimov says:
::talking to self as no one else seems to know where they are either::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, I believe that computer station is powered and functional
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is worried.... can he trust Merle… of course not::
CSO_Taal says:
::uncovers computer station from under dirt::
OPS_Cailand says:
::the physical pain becomes greater as she slowly works her way back to consciousness.... slowly... she has  a fever and her brain is still slightly swollen from impact.... blood in her mouth and a bit in her lungs... she continues to try and fight her way to the surface, but finds it incredibly hard::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Great, let's use that.  Maybe we can find a way to bring the force field down.
EO_Chapu says:
:: As he calms down, he slowly lowers his stance to a natural one ::
CSO_Taal says:
::plays around with the console careful not to trip anything::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Can you pull up this ship's specifications?
Host CO_McTavish says:
ACTION: THE CONTROLS ALL OVER THE PLACE ARE VERY PRIMITIVE, A PRICE TO FIT MANY RACES TECHNOLOGY TOGETHER
CNS_Bauer says:
::Wishes Goliath was here as he hates cats::
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: Why don't you stop talking to them and see if you can help us get out of here, they already got us in enough trouble.
Cherry says:
::spots the CSO from the doorway and wonders what he's up to::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Yes, I believe I can.  This operating system is primitive.
OPS_Cailand says:
::gurgles slightly as she attempts to inhale.... her eyes flash open for a moment as she attempts to wake more...::
TO_Usimov says:
::starts walking around the cargo bay, looking for an escape, or something that can help us to escape::
TO_Usimov says:
::walks over to Raine to see if she is all right::
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: Shhh! ~~~What do you think I'm trying to do? Don't answer that.  But..... heck trust me.~~~
Cherry says:
Merle: See that one over there? What's he doing?
Merle says:
::glances at Cherry, shrugs:: Cherry: I dunno
Cherry says:
::shrugs and walks over to a food dispenser:: Merle: Want something?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Tries to sense Merle's true intentions towards him::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Moves around the isolated room, checking everyone ::
TO_Usimov says:
::nods head to Zach:
OPS_Cailand says:
::tries inhaling again, gurgling slightly.... she becomes more conscious, not breathing well at all.... she tries to sense her surroundings but her head is too fuzzy yet.... damn that hurts...::
Merle says:
::looks at the CNS, and pulls an anklet off of her leg, glances around to see if anyone is watching and slides it to the force field in front of the CNS::
TO_Usimov says:
::gently rolls Raine to her side::
TO_Usimov says:
OPS: Are you all right?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Watches Merle and the anklet::
CO_Eden says:
::Walks around examining walls and small pipes::
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost screams with pain at the movement, but is able to breath a bit better.... she inhales once and sharply coughs, blood dropping from her mouth onto the floor... she inhales several times sharply and slowly::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: I believe I have access.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks of its use if he could get to it and her::
TO_Usimov says:
::sees blood come from Raine, looks more closely to be sure she is all right::
CMO_Tunik says:
::walks to two tactical officers, motions for Orik to come over, grabs a science officer, then, calls over one engineering officer::
Merle says:
::stands up and walks over to Cherry, flicking her tail lazily:: Cherry: I don't know, what do they have?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks- Why am I so attracted to the "bad girls"?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain. Everything is in Cardassian.
TO_Usimov says:
::starts to kick at floorboards while checking on Raine::
CSO_Taal says:
::looks at the FCO unconscious::
EO_Chapu says:
:: notes everyone is at least in decent condition ::
TO_Usimov says:
::walks over to the unconscious FCO:
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Do you think the FCO is alright?
Cherry says:
::orders herself something that looks like chocolate pudding:: Merle: Not sure what this stuff is but I'm hungry.
OPS_Cailand says:
::coughs a bit more, opening her eyes and blinking once... she gurgles slightly but is a bit more alert, wheezing a bit::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Cardassian?  It figures...  ::Pauses:: Lieutenant Cailand!  She's knowledgeable with different languages.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Wonders if the anklet she left him is a tool or weapon of some kind.... she seems like the type that has plenty of cat toys::
TO_Usimov says:
::checks floorboards on way::
OPS_Cailand says:
::struggles to push herself to a sitting position, but gets halfway and passes out::
Host Gul_Tulor says:
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